Abstract-this research presents a new algorithm for an image compression consist of three phases; the first phase is using "Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT)", to produce low-frequency and high-frequencies sub-bands. The high-frequencies sub-bands are ignored (i.e. not used in this research), in the second phase used "Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT)" applied on each "2x2" block from "LL" sub-band, then each block stored as a onedimensional array in the new matrix called "Multi-ArrayMatrix (MA-Matrix)". The third phase; MA-Matrix separated into "DC-Column" and "MA 2 -Matrix", and then applied Minimize-Matrix-Size algorithm on the "MA 2 -Matrix", to be as a one-dimensional array. Our decompression algorithm phase starts from "Sequential Search Algorithm (SS-Algorithm)" to find the estimated values for the "MA 2 -Matrix". The SS-Algorithm depends on the three pointers, for decompress MA 2 -Matrix, and then combined it with DC-Column for reconstructs MA-Matrix. Finally the inverse DCT and the inverse DWT are used for reconstructs approximately original image. Our approach compared with JPEG and JPEG2000 by using PSNR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transform coding is at the heart of the majority of video coding systems and standards. Spatial image data (image samples or motion-compensated residual samples) are transformed into a different representation, the transform domain. There are good reasons for transforming image data in this way. Spatial image data is inherently 'difficult' to compress; neighboring samples are highly correlated (interrelated) and the energy tends to be evenly distributed across an image, making it difficult to discard data or reduce the precision of data without adversely affecting image quality. With a suitable choice of transform, the data is 'easier' to compress in the transform domain. There are several desirable properties of a transform for compression.
It should compact the energy in the image (concentrate the energy into a small number of significant values); it should de-correlate the data (so that discarding 'insignificant' data has a minimal effect on image quality); and it should be suitable for practical implementation in software and hardware [1, 2] .
The two most widely used image compression transforms are the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [3, 4] . The DCT is usually applied to small, regular blocks of image samples (e.g. 8 x 8 squares) and the DWT is usually applied to larger image sections ('tiles') or to complete images. Many alternatives have been proposed, for example 3-D transforms (dealing with spatial and temporal correlation), variable block size transforms, and fractal transforms, Gabor analysis [5, 7] . The DCT has proved particularly durable and is at the core of most of the current generation of image and video coding standards, including JPEG, H.261, H.263, H.263+, MPEG-l, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. The DWT is gaining popularity because it can outperform the DCT for still image coding and so it is used in the new JPEG image coding standard (JPEG-2000) and for still 'texture' coding in MPEG-4 [7, 10] .
This research introduces a proposed algorithm based on DWT, DCT and SS-Algorithm. The main idea for using two transformations is to increase number of zeros or insignificant coefficients, and make it easy to minimizing the size of "LL" sub-band into an array. In this research proposed new idea for matrix coding by using Minimize-Matrix-Size algorithm. Our approach compared with the techniques; JPEG and JPEG2000 by using PSNR.
II. PROPOSED COMPRESSION ALGORITHM (SSA-W)
Our image compression algorithm uses two frequency domains; 1) two-dimensional DWT, converts the images into four sub-bands, 2) two dimensional DCT applied on each "2x2" block of data from low-frequency sub-band "LL". These two transformations are used in our approach, for obtaining a lot of high-frequencies.
DCT plays main role for converting sub-band "LL" into DC-coefficients and AC-coefficients. DCcoefficients stored in the DC-column, while ACcoefficients are stored in the MA-Matrix, and then applied Minimize-Matrix-Size Algorithm on the MAMatrix to convert it into an array, as shown in Figure- 
A. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
The DWT it is the first transformation used in our algorithm, which is decompose an image into four frequencies bands: LL, LH, HL and HH. The LL is represented approximately an original image, and the other sub-bands; vertical, horizontal and diagonal are represented high frequency domain as shown in Figure- The wavelet transformation has some important properties; many of the coefficients for the highfrequency components (LH, HL and HH) are zero or insignificant [4, 5, 7] . This reflects the fact that the much of the important information in "LL" sub-band. The Daubechies wavelet transform has ability to reconstructs approximately original image just using low-frequency, while other sub-bands are ignored. These properties helped our algorithm to get higher compression ratio, but the decoded image has low quality.
B. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
This is the second transformation used in this research, which is applies on each " 2 2 × " block from "LL" subband as show in Figure- The energy in the transformed coefficients is concentrated about the top-left corner of the matrix of coefficients. The top-left coefficients correspond to low frequencies: there is a 'peak' in energy in this area and the coefficients values rapidly decrease to the bottom right of the matrix, which means the higher-frequency coefficients [2, 3] . The DCT coefficients are de-correlated, which means that many of the coefficients with small values can be discarded without significantly affecting in image quality. A compact matrix of de-correlated coefficients can be compressed much more efficiently than a matrix of highly correlated pixels. The following equations illustrated DCT and Inverse DCT function for two-dimensional matrices [7, 9] :
The difference between the applications of the Discrete Wavelet transformation (DWT) and Discrete Cosine transformation (DCT) is; the DWT typically apply to an image as one block or a large rectangular region of the image, while for DCT uses small block size [6, 8, 9] . Because the DCT becomes complicated to calculate for the larger block size, for this reason in this paper used just " 2 2 × " block to be transformed by DCT, whereas a DWT will be more efficiently when applied on the complete image [10] .
Each " 2 2 × " coefficients from LL DCT divided by "QM", using matrix-dot-division and then truncate the result. This process called Quantization Matrix, which removes insignificant coefficients and increasing the zeros in LL DCT . The QM can be computed as follows:
The parameter "L" in the above Eq(3) is computed from the maximum value in the original image (before transformation), and "Quality" value. The quality value is represents as an ratio for maximum value, if this ratio increased; the quality of an image is decreased
C. Minimize-Matrix-Size Algorithm
This section in our compression algorithm separating LL DCT into DC-Column and MA 2 -Matrix, and then MA 2 - 
Note\ "DC" represents DC-Column "MA2" is represents second Multi-Array-Matrix L=1,2,3,…size of MA-matrix
From the above Eq.(5), produced; "DC-Column" which is contains DC values, while "Arr" in Eq(6) contains floating point values. Now these two arrays are compressing by using arithmetic coding to produce stream of bits. The "W" in Eq.(6) are represents RandomWeights-Values are generated by using random function in MATLAB language, these values between {0…1}, for example: W={0.1, 0.65, 0.8519}.
The Random-Weights-Values are multiply with each row from MA 2 -Matrix, to produce single floating point value "Arr", this idea it's similar to the Perceptron Neural Network equation. The neural networks; multiplies the weights values with input neurons to produce single output neuron [14, 15] . List-1 illustrates MinimizeMatrix-Size Algorithm. 
Column-2 Column-3
Maximum values Minimum values

D. Apply one-dimensional DCT on DC-Column (TMatrix)
The DC-Column contains integer values, these values are obtained from previous section (See Section "C"). The arithmetic coding unable to compress these values, for this reason DC-Column partitioned into 128-arrays, each array transformed by one-dimensional DCT (See Eq.(1)) by changing u=0, x=0, then each array is quantized and stored as a row in the matrix called Transformed-Matrix (T-Matrix). The quantization process applied on each array, according to the following equation:
Note\ n=2,3,..128, the initial value of Q(1)=12.8
The first value in Q(n) is 12.8, because the length of each row in T-Matrix is 128, as shown in Figure-5 .
The idea for using T-Matrix, this is because we need to makes de-correlated values, for obtaining good compression ratio. Each row from T-Matrix consists of; low-frequency and high-frequency, now we need to scanning column-by-column for converting the T-Matrix into one-dimensional array.
Run Length Encoding (RLE) and Arithmetic Coding playing main role to compress the one-dimensional array as a lossless data compression. RLE it counts the repeated coefficients, and then refers to the repeated coefficients by a value, this process reduce the length of the repeated data, then applying the arithmetic coding to convert these reduced data into bits. For more information about RLE and Arithmetic coding is in the reference [4] . Our decompression algorithm starts with SS-Algorithm, which is designed to be inverse Minimize-Matrix-Size algorithm. SS-Algorithm it is new algorithm used for decode MA 2 -Matrix, this algorithm depends on the coded "Arr" and Random-Weights-Values for reconstructs MA 2 -Matrix.
Our decompression algorithm consists of three phases; the first phase; decodes DC-Column values (See Figure 5) . The second phase; using SS-Algorithm for reconstructs the MA 2 -Matrix, at the third phase, combines DC-Column with MA 2 -Matrix to produce decoded MA-Matrix. The following figure shows the first phase of our decompression algorithm (i.e. decoding DC-Column). Run Length Decoding (RLD) and Arithmetic decoding, produced one-dimensional-array contains the original data for the T-Matrix. This array placed at columns of the T-Matrix. After generates the T-Matrix, and then applied Inverse Quantization, It is dot-multiplication of the row coefficients with "Q(n)" (See Eq. (7)), then one-dimensional inverse DCT applied on each row to produce approximately original 128-values (See Eq. (2)), this process will continues until all rows in T-Matrix are completes .
The second phase in our decompression algorithm it is very important for decoding MA 2 -Matrix. In this phase uses SS-Algorithm which is depends on the coded "Arr" with header information (i.e. minimum and maximum values for MA 2 -Matrix). The following figure shows second phase for our decompression algorithm depends on SS-Algorithm: The above "MA 2 " data are compressed by using Minimized-Matrix-Size algorithm to produce "Arr" (See List-1), and header information about coded data is represents minimum and maximum values for each column in MA 2 -Matrix, as shown below:
Maximum values Minimum values
The SS-Algorithm decompression concepts start from three pointers; S1, S2 and S3, these pointers responsible for decoding column-1, column-2 and column-3 respectively. these pointers; S1, S2 and S3 are increasing by one at each iteration, as an digital clock, starting increment from S1, after reaching to the limited value (i.e. maximum value), S2 will start to increment, then S3 and this means the S1 is represents inner loop, while S2 and S3 represents outer loop respectively. The SS-Algorithm sets pointers to minimum values, taken from the "Header Information". Then at each iteration SS-Algorithm uses Eq(9) to compares the result of "Sum" with "Arr" (See Eq(6) ) and the "Error" must be equal to zero, which means the pointers; S1, S2 and S3 are represents estimated values for each row in MA 2 -Matrix. 
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For test SS-Algorithm, assume the "Arr" values computed from Minimized-Matrix-Size algorithm for the above example "MA 2 ". the algorithm start to find the first row values at "MA 2 ", depending on Arr(1)= -0.3, the initial values will be S1=-9, S2=-1 and S3=0 according to the header information, then "S1" begins to increment by one at each iteration, then "S2" begins to increment once, and then "S1" back to beginning (i.e. minimum value) for increment again. Finally if "S2" reached to maximum value "S3" will begins to increment, while "S1" and "S2" will back to beginning. This process will continue until finds the estimated "MA 2 " values. SS-Algorithm at each increment the Eq.(9) will checked if it is zero or not. The In the above TABLE I, the number of total addition for "S1" represents number of iterations, because "S1" increments 18 times, and then "S2" will work, and "S1" returns to the minimum value, then "S1" increments 7 times to reach to the estimated values, this means the total number of iteration is 25 iterations to find just 1st row in MA 2 . List-2 illustrates SS-Algorithm:
List-2 Sequential Search Algorithm (SS-Algorithm)
%% minimum value for 1st column Let S1_Min=Headr_information [1] .min; %% maximum value for 1st column Let S1_Max= Headr_information [2] .max; %% minimum value for 2nd column Let S2_Min= Headr_information [3] .min; %% maximum value for 2nd column Let S2_Max= Headr_information [4] .max; %% minimum value for 3rd column Let S3_Min= Headr_information [5] .min; %% maximum value for 3rd column Let S3_Max= Headr_information [6] .max; For I=1 to size of Arr S1 = S1_Min; %% set pointers to initial values S2 = S2_Min; S3 = S3_Min; Error =1; (4)) and inverse DCT (See Eq. (2)) applied on each block respectively to get the decoded LL sub-band. This leads for decoding approximately original image by using inverse DWT.
IV. COMPUTER RESULTS
In this section, our compression algorithm tested on the three gray level images "LENA", "X-ray" and "Girl". These images are tested by Microprocessor AMD Athalon -2.1GHz with 3G RAM and using the MATLAB R2008a as a programming language with O.S. Windows 7(32bit). Our compression algorithm (SSA-W) uses; single stage Daubechies DWT (db3), then applies DCT on each "2x2" block from LL sub-band. Each "2x2" block are quantized by QM (See Eq. (3)), and then using Minimize-Matrix-Size algorithm to compress LL DCT . TABLE II shows our compression results. The decompressed images; "LENA", "X-ray" and "Girl" are shows in Figure-8 , Figure-9 and Figure-10 . 
Our compression algorithm SSA-W is compared with JPEG and JPEG2000; these two techniques are used widely in the digital image compression, especially for image transmission and video compression. The JPEG technique based on the DCT applied on the partitioned image, then each partition are encoded by RLE and Huffman encoding. For more information about it read the references [4, 11] . The JPEG2000 based on the multi decomposition for DWT applied on the also partitioned image and then each partition encoded by Arithmetic encoding [12, 13] . The new ACDSee application has many options for save the images as JPEG and JPEG2000 formats. The most options are used is the "Quality". If the image "Quality" is increased, the compression ratio will be decreased and vice versa . TABLE VI, TABLE VII, TABLE VIII shows the results of the compressed images; "Lena", "X-ray" and "Girl" respectively, by the two techniques and compared with our compression approach according to PSNR. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This research introduces a proposed algorithm for image compression, based on the two important transformations for coding and SS-Algorithm for decoding. This research has some advantages illustrated in the following steps:
1-Using two transformations, helped our compression algorithm for increasing number of high-frequency coefficients, and leads to increases compression ratio. 2-Minimize Matrix Size algorithm is used to collect three coefficients from MA 2 -Matrix, to be single floating point value. This process converts the matrix into array, and this leads to increasing compression ratio, and in another hand keeps the quality of the high-frequency coefficients. 3-The properties of the Daubechies DWT (db3) helps our approach to obtain higher compression ratio, this is because the high-frequencies are ignored in our approaches. This is because the Daubechies DWT family has the ability to zooming-in an images, and not necessarily needs for the high-frequencies subbands. 4-SS-Algorithm is represents the core of our decompression algorithm, converts the onedimensional array into the MA 2 -Matrix. This algorithm is depending on the Random-WeightsValues. 5-SS-Algorithm finds solutions as faster as possible with three pointers. 6-Our approach gives good visual image quality, more than JPEG and JPEG2000. This is because our approach removes the blurring that caused by Multilevel DWT in JPEG2000 and removes most of the block artifacts that caused by 8 8 × DCT in JPEG .
Also this research has some disadvantages illustrated in the following steps: 1-The differences between JPEG2000 and SSA-W are; JPEG2000 faster than SSA-W when obtains high image quality, while our approach SSA-W takes more execution time for obtains high quality images.
2. The main reason for makes SS-Algorithm slower; the range between minimum and maximum values. This makes our approach slower than JPEG and JPEG2000 for obtains high quality images.
